Serious games have been used effectively in many educational domains. Games may be utilized efficiently to attract students to information security track. Learning practical knowledge about information security from a game is more engaging and less time consuming than learning through textbooks. Games that closely emulate real-world systems can improve learning about computer security above and beyond just reading technical documents and textbooks. From this perspective, this paper presents six serious games with various genres for teaching information security courses and evaluate their effectiveness as an efficient teaching tool. The study also determines which game genre is the most suitable for delivering educational contents. The obtained results proved and confirmed the hypothesis that educational games have a positive impact as a pedagogic tool on the educational process. According to users preferences', action/adventure game genre is the most preferred game genre followed by role-play.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sophistication of cyber-attacks and the magnitude of their impact require employment of dedicated skillful professionals with scientific and practical knowledge to protect national security and thwart cybercrimes. Preparing such professionals begins at the university. Security principles have been identified by ACM and IEEE recommended curricula, as a core topic for educating computer science students [1] . Moreover, the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) Computing Accreditation Commission (CAC) mandates that all computing programs must include information security principles and practices in their curricula [2] . There are two different approaches to effectively teach security concepts in the undergraduate level. The first approach integrates security topics across the curriculum by adding security lessons in existing courses [3] , [4] . The second approach is to create separate security courses and/or set up complete security track [5] - [7] . In the College of Computers and Information Technology (CCIT), Taif University, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kashif Saleem .
we have adopted the second approach and developed a security track in the Information Technology Program.
However, teaching security concepts and skills with traditional methods like textbooks is not suitable when teaching the ''net-generation'' of students. Additionally, the traditional lecture-based teaching techniques are not effective in achieving the course Intended Learning Objectives (ILOs). Moreover, when the class has large size, teachers cannot handle individual needs for each student [8] , [9] .
More engaging techniques are required for better development of problem solving skills. Currently, people may spend long times and a lot of money on digital game playing. According to Warman [10] , people spent over 91 billion in digital games. We are living in the digital age where students, live mostly in an online environment than offline, so, better techniques to stimulate interest to courses such as information security are required [11] .
To effectively design learning contents, we must focus on deep learning rather than shallow learning [12] . In addition to deliver the course ILOs effectively, learning materials must be applicable, attractive and engaging. Since computer games provide these desired features, they may be considered as an efficient tool for developing educational contents. While many researchers reported good results for educational games instructional effectiveness [13] - [15] , some doubts are reported as in [16] - [18] . These doubts come from the inability to systematically analyze the relationship between game features and their instructional effects on learning processes [19] .
A. GAMES AND THEIR GENRES
A game can be defined as an artificial system governed by a set of defined rules that a player must follow up during his trails to overcome specific challenge and achieve certain goals [20] , [21] .
Serious games have many definitions. According to Bergeron [22] , ''a serious game is an interactive computer application, with or without a significant hardware component, that has a challenging goal; is fun to play and/or engaging; incorporates some concept of scoring; imparts to the user a skill, knowledge, or attitude that can be applied in the real world''.
Serious gaming reuses video games technologies that have been used for entertainment, for more serious purposes such as education, training, productivity, national defense, advertising and more. Serious games are designed to improve learning competencies [23] . Educational games are a subcategory of serious games that are used for educational purposes. According to Vargas [24] , more than 60 percent of serious games are educational.
One fundamental feature in games is ''fun''. The ''fun'' factor gives serious games a competitive advantage over other pedagogical approaches. Successfully implemented serious games force the learner to participate more effectively in the learning process. Because of entertainment value gained during playing games. Serious games can attract and engage players for longer time period compared with traditional learning techniques. During playing, the participants use their senses, pay more attention and are highly motivated to accomplish the required activities. This effectively enriches the learning experience.
Video games exist in different interaction styles and visual layouts. However, Games that share common similarities are grouped into particular genre. This classification into genres provides a conceptual framework that could be used for impeding educational knowledge, and developing a deeper understanding of how the design process can be specialized for specific types of games [20] .
Most modern video games can be assigned to a particular genre, or a hybrid of two or more genres. Here, we briefly present game genres that are most relevant to our study.
Role playing games allow players to control imaginary character, or party of characters, while engaged in an adventure, exploring the game world, gathering items, completing quests, and battling enemies. These games usually have a rich back story, often with either a fantasy or a science-fiction theme [25] .
Adventure games are slow-paced games where players assume the role of a protagonist exploring the game world.
Adventure games have interactive stories that emphasize investigation and problem solving [20] .
Action games are real time games in which the player must react/act quickly to what's happening on the screen. This genre emphasizes physical challenges, including hand-eye coordination and reaction-time.
Action/Adventure games combine the features of both action and adventure genres.
Simulation games seek to simulate real world operating conditions of complicated machinery like helicopters, jet fighters, tanks and so on. The more serious the simulation, the higher the premium that is placed on accuracy and equipment controls.
Puzzle games focus on intellectual challenge of problem solving. They may include logic, strategy and matching.
Traditional video games such as chess, solitaire, snakes and ladders etc. Most of them were classical board based games and reproduced in a digital format. In this genre, players generally want to drop into and out of these games quickly. Game rules should be emulated correctly. It has simple user interface and little learning curve.
Quiz games present contents and /or scenarios followed by Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) quizzes [26] .
In this paper, we utilize the serious games approach to attract students to information security domain and assess the effectiveness of this approach compared with the conventional teaching approach. We also, examine which game genre is the most suitable for delivering the educational contents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work in the field of security educational games. Section 3 provides details of educational game model and describes the implemented games, their security modules and related learning objectives. Section 4 describes the evaluation methodology and obtained results. Section 5 demonstrates the originality and limitations of the study. Finally, section 6 draws up conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Information security gamification is not a new topic. Over the last years, there have been many researches in this area [36] . However, these studies differ from ours in terms of the approach taken or the targeted audiences.
''CyberProtect'' game [27] was created for information security administrators working in USA ministry of defense. In this game, a player assumes the role of a network administrator having a limited budget. He must buy equipment and provide appropriate training to defend his network against any probable threats or attacks. ''CyberProtect'' game was designed in a highly extensible way for teaching information security concepts. The game has different scenarios whereby player needs to take certain actions. Through game playing, the player learns about threats and acquires the necessary knowledge to prevent and mitigate probable threats. These scenarios include topics such as: identity theft, stopping worms, passwords, identity management, life with macros, filters, patches, physical security, and encrypted link. The player obtains the necessary experience through problem solving approach and critical thinking.
The most popular security game found in the literature is ''CyberCIEGE'' [28] . It was created by US Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). This game presents a realistic virtual world and nearly 20 scenarios in which users have to participate actively to defend their computer systems. ''CyberCIEGE'' has its own scenario definition language that was used to create these scenarios. Moreover, we can use its scenario development tool to create new scenarios. Regarding pedagogic value, the game encompasses 7 essential security related topics. Many studies have been done to evaluate its pedagogic benefits [28] - [30] . All these studies prove its pedagogic value as a learning tool.
Carnegie Melon University developed Anti-Phishing Phil game to provide an easy tool to teach people about phishing attacks [31] . In this game, players take the role of a fish. During its journey in the ocean, it finds many worms that will display a benign or a phishing link. Players then have to recognize whether the link is a phishing or not by choosing ''reject'' or ''eat'' the worm. Sheng et al. [31] presented the utilized methodology to develop the game and its structure. They performed a study to evaluate ''Anti-Phishing Phil'' game effectiveness as a training tool. The results showed that, game playing gives the best outcomes when compared with other teaching materials.
USA Department of Defense (DoD) regulations mandate that all employees who have a direct contact with the federal computer system must take training program in Information Assurance (IA) awareness. Cyber Awareness Challenge game was designed to meet this requirement [32] .
Through playing this online game, participants learn security concepts and best practices for their daily work routine. They apply their knowledge and make situational decisions and are introduced to real-world threats such as spyware, malicious code, and phishing.
Reid and Niekerk used traditional board based Snakes and Ladders game to teach children some good and bad practices when dealing with passwords [33] . These concepts were written on the board. The study showed that a traditional game-based approach can be modified to include information security concepts. The study was performed on many students from different age groups and contexts. The obtained results proved that the game can be effectively used to raise information security awareness among students. Additionally, the study reflects that the game has a long-term effect on students' behavior and their awareness levels.
Other notable efforts are the work of Yerby et al. [34] and Pan et al. [35] . They developed serious games for teaching digital forensics courses in their universities. Table 1 summarizes these games, their security topics, dimensions, and genres.
From Table 1 , there are four games similar to the games we developed for the current study. Here, we discuss why we developed new games and did not directly use those exist in the literature.
While ''Info-Sec Consultant'' game -presented in section 5-is very similar to ''CyberProtect'' game; we developed ''Info-Sec Consultant'' because ''CyberProtect'' is no longer available online. Also, ''Space Fighter'' game -presented in section 5-resamples Anti-Phishing Phil. The two games cover phishing attack techniques; however, the last one does not cover malwares. We developed ''Space Fighter'' to cover both phishing and malwares topics. Moreover, on September 2008, Anti-Phishing Phil was commercialized. Because, Cyber Awareness Challenge did not fully match the content of social engineering module. We developed ''Be-aware'' game -presented in section 5-to be fully compatible with the teaching materials and pre-specified ILOs. Moreover, traditional board based Snakes and Ladders [33] game cannot be used in our study because it does not represent a video game genre. We reproduced the traditional board based Snakes and Ladders game in a 2D electronic video game and applied it in security policy domain to represent traditional video game genre. Furthermore, we developed two new games to teach more security topics (key management and network attacks modules) and to represent additional game genres (puzzle and simulation).
To sum up, while the games -presented in Table 1 -cross with ours, most of them were used in a different context to train people on some security aspects, while our main goal is to use educational games for teaching security courses in university level and to identify which game genre is the most suitable. Therefore, we cannot use the above games directly in our study due to the following reasons: Not all of them are currently available for public. Additionally, they do not completely match with the pre-specified course ILOs. Furthermore, their contents do not fully cover the pre-specified course contents. This makes comparing these games against traditional teaching materials useless as they do not serve same contents nor achieve the same ILOs.
Moreover and the most importantly, those games represent only three genres of video games while our study covers six different genres. For these reasons, we decided to develop our games to exactly serve the specified ILOs, match with courses' contents and cover more genres.
III. DEVELOPED GAMES
In order to design an educational game, there are two main approaches. The first one is to reuse an existing game for educational purpose. The second approach is to design the educational game from scratch [37] . Clearly, the first approach has many limitations, as one may not find a suitable game for a certain educational subject. The game contents may not be suitable for one's course and the dominance of gamming aspects may have negative effects on the educational process [38] . Moreover, we may fail to align game goals and course ILOs [39] , [40] . For these reasons, it is better to design educational games from scratch in a way that can accurately deliver learning contents, achieve the ILOs and make the necessary balance between different gamming features.
A. EDUCATIONAL GAME MODEL
To understand the interaction between different components involved in educational game design, we present ''Educational Game Model'' shown in Figure 1 . In this simple model, the learning contents and objectives fuse with video game features to form educational game. This educational game can entertain and engage learners while acquiring knowledge and skills. It is clear that we design educational games to achieve certain learning goals. For this reason, we must first start by identifying the ILOs and educational contents. Then, we should identify the suitable game genre and features that can support the learning of these contents while making the required balance between learning and gamming [41] . Video games have many rich features that researches hope to capture and incorporate in educational games. These may include: challenging, interactive, entertaining, managed by rules, goal-oriented, situated in fantasy world, telling stories, engaging, allowing role-playing, and utilizing multimedia representations [38] , [42] . Educational game designers use these features to make learning enjoyable and more effective.
Finally, when a learner plays a properly developed educational game, he develops his knowledge and skills from experience [43] . Therefore, it is important to identify the preferred leaning style of your audiences [44] . Learners can play alone, at their own pace, and possibly with an individual rule set adapted to their needs. Moreover, Internet technology allows us to develop Online Educational games that provide scalable instructional solution [45] . Additionally, Educational games could be developed as multiuser games to foster competition and socialization.
In order to test and assess the effectiveness of security educational games as efficient learning tools and to identify the most suitable game genre to deliver educational contents, six games are developed to teach six different security modules. Table 2 illustrates these games and their security modules, dimensions and genres. 
B. DESIGN CHOICES
Choosing the appropriate game genre for developing educational games depends on two main factors: the educational contents [46] and the learning style [44] . Learning style presents the preferred methods for students adopted to acquire the information while undertaking their learning. Here, we start by identifying the most common learning style of our students. It is clear that one person may adopt different learning styles. However, since we develop games to teach multitude of students, we identify the appropriate learning style for most of them. According to Kalnishkan [47] , Kinesthetic/Activists is the dominating learning style for computer science students. Kinesthetic/ Activists students like more to learn by doing physical activities, rather than listening to traditional lectures or reading books. They like directly to get into the action and experience for what they are trying to learn.
To accurately decide which game genre is most suitable for each module (content); we followed the theoretical guidelines provided by Prensky [46] . Also, we benefit from the work of Rapeepisarn et al., [44] who established relationships between game genres, learning techniques and learning styles. In the following, we identify the game genre that best serves for each educational module content and more appropriate to Kinesthetic/Activists learning style.
The learning content of network attacks module is about network system vulnerabilities. The main target of this module is to allow students understanding the principles of network attacks and threats Therefore, simulation genre is the most appropriate genre for this module content and learning activities. Because, Simulation genre encourages students to perform graduated attack tasks and get the required experience in a safe environment.
Logical security module contents focus on changing students' behavior regarding computer system security controls. It teaches students how to manage (administrate) computer systems security. Students should learn how to take appropriate security management decisions. Thus, the most suitable learning activities are imitation, feedback, coaching and practice. All these activities are best provided through Role-play game genre.
Web security module includes judgment process to identify common attacks like phishing and malwares. Through the process of examining game virtual system, learners make observations and identify problems or inefficiencies, make judgment decisions, practice, and learn from feedback. All these activities could be performed by the discovery learning technique through action/adventure game genre.
The Key Management module content aims to let students memorizing different key management algorithms and protocols. Hence, to allow students making quality analysis and learning from mistakes, puzzles game genre is chosen. This genre enables designers to give examples, engage learner through problem solving, support continuous practice, and give feedback to enrich learning experience.
Social engineering module contents teach students how to make ethical Judgment decisions. This is could be achieved through learning activities such as reviewing cases, asking questions, and getting feedback. We implemented these activities of question-led learning technique using quiz based game genre.
Finally, since, security policy module teaches known facts such as security policies, laws, regulations, standards, procedures and guidelines. The main learning activity is memorization; that is best employed through games show competitions such as flashcard and board-based traditional game genres, which can promote practice and feedback learning technique.
Furthermore, regarding educational contents, game genres could be classified into two main categories; loosely connected and highly integrated contents. In loosely connected games, the educational contents have no direct effect on game design. Actually, educational contents are added on top of the game. This is the case for Image puzzle, Quiz based and Traditional games.
While, for games with highly integrated contents such as Simulation, Role-play, and Action/Adventure games, educational contents form essential part in the design of game rules, stories and challenges.
We deliberately have chosen that half of our developed games to be loosely integrated and the other half to be tightly integrated to asses which category is most suitable for learning.
Regarding the selection criteria of games dimensions, actually, there is no general agreement on the effect of game dimension (2D/3D) on the effectiveness of educational game. While some studies [48] - [51] demonstrate that the use of 3D games can improve student motivation and learning, there are some other studies [52] - [54] which indicate contradictory results. We think that the choice of game dimension depends on many other factors such as games' mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics, and narratives.
In current study, the drag and drop nature of ''Hacking Simulator'' game lends it to 2D as, it is easier to perform drag and drop in 2D environment. While, to give the player a real sense of the existence inside an organization information center, we developed ''Info-Sec Consultant'' game in 3D environment. Also, it is clear that, the scenario of ''Space Fighter'' game lends itself by nature to 3D video game type. This is due to the fact that the game adventure takes place in the space, using three dimensions makes this game attractive and more realistic. Because, key management diagrams are displayed in 2D Images and we use drag and drop to move image pieces, we implemented ''KMD Puzzle'' game in 2D. Since, in ''Be-aware'' game, the learner listen to scenario followed by question and a list of choices (MCQ) to select the most accurate one, this game is built in 2D as MCQ is by nature presented in 2D plane. Finally, because, traditional snakes and ladders game is originally played in a 2D board, it is implemented as a 2D video game to simulate reality.
For the developed games, we used Unity game engine due to its richness and wide spread use [55].
In the next sub sections, we present the developed games, describe the security modules and identify their ILOs. Security modules and their associated games are presented in logical order. We start with network attacks module to emphasis the importance of security in current hostile world. Then, the other modules present possible tools and techniques to protect information systems.
1) HACKING SIMULATOR GAME
This is a 2D simulation game to teach students basic IP/TCP attacks against computer networks. Students could simulate network attacks with high accuracy in a safe environment.
a: NETWORK ATTACKS MODULE
This module focuses on basic concepts in network threats. It aims to introduce students to the fundamental techniques used in implementing network attacks, and give them an understanding of common threats and attacks. The student will have some practical experience in attacking networked systems using well known attacks like, IP address spoofing, Ping of death, Land, Tear drop, SYN flood, UDP flood, Smurf attacks, etc. The indented learning objectives are:
• Understand the network security attacks and threats.
• Appreciate the need for security in today's hostile world.
• Understand the contents of different fabricated attack packets.
• Identify security holes and weaknesses in some network protocols. 
b: GAME DESCRIPTION
In this game, the student is faced with a networked environment as illustrated in Figure 2 . The student plays the role of a hacker that would like to attack another remote machine. Each time, the player is asked to perform a certain type of attack. The challenge is to drag the correct components from the hacker tool panel and place them in the correct fields in the IP packet to fabricate the required attack packet. To make the game challenging, we added a timer. The player should fabricate the required attack packet and press ''lunch attack'' button before the timer reach zero. Otherwise, he loses the trial. If he pressed ''lunch attack'' button but the attack packet was not fabricated correctly; he loses the trial else he wins the trial and his score increases. If he lost three trails, a game over message appears and the player loses the game. By finishing all the required missions, he wins the game.
2) INFO-SEC CONSULTANT GAME
This is a 3D role-play game. This game introduces the logical security techniques to protect computer systems against attacks.
a: LOGICAL SECURITY MODULE
This module explains the different VPN encryption protocols like PGP, SSL and IPSec. Moreover, it examines the different security services like digital signatures and authentication. Finally, this module overviews network security and the tools used to secure networks such as the firewall, antivirus and intrusion detection systems (IDS). Students will learn about defending tools against attacks, malwares and methods for designing secure systems. The objectives of this module are:
• Understand the function of different security mechanisms and tools.
• Use different encryption mechanisms and VPN protocols.
• Understand the principles of intrusion detection.
• Make risk assessment choices.
• Design a suitable security system to protect a given network. 
b: GAME DESCRIPTION
As depicted in Figure 3 , the player takes the role of an information security consultant, inspects an enterprise and identifies its information security infrastructure needs. He has a given budget and must make risk assessment choices in order to use the given budget efficiently.
The player starts walking on the building to discover different components of enterprise's information system. He should read the name of each office and room in the building and explore its contents to identify its function and importance to the enterprise and hence determine the most suitable tool to protect its contents from malicious hackers or insiders' attacks. The building includes: Router Room, Web server room, databases server room, correspondence office (communicate by email), ATM room, secretary office, and some halls equipped with wireless access points, etc. Player must start from the most important to the least important component. In order to not run out of budget, player must not waste money in less important issues. He must use the security tool box to choose the most appropriate tool to protect information system components. As depicted in Figure 3 , the security tool box contains variety of protection mechanisms including firewall, IDS, IPSec VPN, SSL, PGP, antivirus, passwords, smart cards (something you have), pin code (something you know) and backup system. Choosing the best tool would result in an increase in player score while choosing a wrong one would result in a useless decrease in the budget. Some information system components may need single protection tool while other components may require many mechanisms to provide multi layered defense in depth. The game ends up with a win if the player finished all the missions and completely secures the system in an appropriate way. If he runs out of budget before finishing the required missions, he fails the game.
3) SPACE FIGHTER GAME
It is a 3D shooting action/adventure game. It teaches students how to differentiate among phishing and benign URLs. It also educates students about different types of malwares. 
a: WEB SECURITY MODULE
This Module provides a basic introduction to some aspects of Web-security including known attacks like phishing and different types of malicious software. The main objectives are:
• Recognize the Web security requirements and threats. • Understand different types of malware.
• Educate students to detect phishing and protect their systems from malware.
b: GAME DESCRIPTION
The player is a member in a space station, which is safe before being invaded by malwares. The invaders destroyed the station and generated many invalid phishing links that were scattered in the space. The player mission is to fight malwares, collect valid URLs and destroy phishing URLs. The player moves in the free space and can stop in the front of the link and check whether it is benign or phishing. If it is valid, the player crosses through the window and the window becomes green and the player gets one point. If it is phishing, the player must destroy it; but if the player crosses through the window, the window becomes red and he loses a point, and so on until he finishes visiting all URL windows. Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the game. During his mission, player should avoid being attacked by malwares scattered in the space and he may shoot them when they appear.. The game ends when player manages to complete the mission successfully or when malware enemies kill the player.
4) KMD PUZZLE GAME
Key Management Diagram KMD is a 2D image puzzle game. The goal of this game is to let students memorizing different key management diagrams while they play puzzles and have fun. The game begins by displaying a given key management diagram and the student should remember its content. After pressing start, the diagram is divided into small unordered pieces at the left panel. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the challenge is to reorder the pieces in the free area on the right to form the diagram again before timer times out. If the player fails to solve the puzzle at the specified time, a ''TIME OVER'' message appears and the number of trails decreases. The player has only three trails. If he fails three times, he fails the game and ''Game Over'' message appears. If he manages to reorder the diagram before time out, his score increases and moves to the next diagram until he finishes all diagrams and wins the game. 
5) BE-AWARE GAME
Be-aware is a 2D MCQ based quiz game to teach students how to detect and avoid social engineering attacks.
a: SOCIAL ENGINEERING MODULE
The objective of this module is to provide students the tools to recognize attack attempts by malicious social engineers, who could intend to extort private corporate information employing psychological manipulation techniques. We present multiple case studies to understand the social engineering phenomenon and develop efficient defensive strategies. The objectives of this module are:
• Understand social engineering attacks and their objectives.
• Recognize real case scenarios about social engineering attacks.
• Raise students' awareness and change their behaviors regarding social engineering attacks. 
b: GAME DESCRIPTION
This game provides many social engineering attack scenarios and asks students to choose the appropriate response from a list of multiple choices. Choosing the right answer results in an increase on student's score, while choosing wrong answers results in losing score. Figure 6 shows a given scenario and its associated answers.
6) SNAKES AND LADDERS GAME
We reproduce the traditional board based Snakes and Ladders game in a 2D electronic game and apply it in security policy domain.
a: SECURITY POLICY MODULE
This module shows the importance of security policies and clarifies its role in protecting information against different threats. Upon completion of this Module, students will be able to develop security policies for small and large organizations covering different IT components like physical assets, human resources, data processing, and network utilization, etc. Students will have a sound understanding of information technology area where policy development and implementation can help in reducing the effect of security attacks. The objectives of this module are:
• Recognize the basic concepts of security policies and its objectives.
• Develop security policies for different IT security aspects.
• Assess and classify information assets according to its value and its security requirements.
b: GAME DESCRIPTION
One single or two students could play the developed electronic version of Snakes and Ladders game. The game consists of 100 square board divided into 10 rows and 10 columns numbered from one to hundred. The player mission is to roll the dice and move the token from the first square to the appropriate square on the game board until reaching the last square. The player has a challenge to be fast in reaching the final square while avoiding snakes. There are many snakes and ladders scattered on the board. The ladder can move player up on the board while snakes move him down. When player's token lands on lower-numbered square end of a ladder, the ladder moves the player up to its highernumbered square and a notification message appears showing a good security policy practice. Contrarily, when player's token lands on a snake head square, the snake moves the player down to its tail and a notification message appears showing a bad security policy practice. As presented in Figure 7 , we used 10 snakes and 10 ladders with different lengths. The longest is associated with the most significant note while the shortest has the least significant note.
IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
A series of experiments are conducted to find answers to the following questions:
• Do educational games have a positive impact as a pedagogic tool on learning process?
• Does the difference in game genres have a significant impact on the delivery of the educational contents and related ILOs?
• To identify which category of the two educational games: loosely or tightly integrated content is the most suitable instructional tool.
• What are players/learners experiences regarding security educational games?
A. STUDY DESIGN
We used both qualitative and quantitative approaches in the assessment. Quantitative data are collected through pretests and posttests while qualitative data are collected through questionnaires. Questionnaire is a flexible and well-established research method for collecting data from individuals [56] . In order to design questionnaires in a professional way, we followed the design principles and guidelines presented in [57] .
To automate data gathering process, we used university Learning Management System (LMS) to prepare automated survives and tests. Each test includes 20 MCQs designed according to the criteria identified in [58] to assess the attainment of module ILOs. 
B. PARTICIPANTS
Eighty-one undergraduate students from Information Technology, Computer Science, and Computer Engineering departments at Taif University were participated in the study (57 females). Students were randomly distributed into two groups: forty-two students for game group and thirty-nine for control group. The game group used the educational games described above while control group used the traditional lecture notes.
C. PROCEDURES
To conduct the study, we held six sessions in a period of six weeks, one session for each security module. As illustrated in Figure 8 ; first, students attend normal lecture about the security topic then participants are given 30 minutes to answer pre-test. Testing is conducted on a controlled lab setting. In each session, each participant was directed to sit in the front of a personal computer and open LMS to answer the pre-test. After that, participants given 30 minutes to read lecture notes (for controlled group) or play game (for game group) and then all participants are asked to answer post-test.
Finally, at the end of each session, the game group participants complete the game survey. The survey contains MCQ closed answers questions ranging from strongly disagree = 1 to strongly agree = 5. Also, the survey contains open ended questions to gather students' opinion and comments regarding the game. At the last session, students are asked to rank the six games from the most significant to the least significant.
D. TESTS RESULTS ANALYSIS
For all statistical analysis, we used SPSS version 26. We inspected the boxplots of the results to identify outliers. After removing the identified outliers and absent students from each session, 472 cases (244 game and 228 control) remained for analysis as follows: Network Attacks are 81 (42 Simulation and 39 control), Logical Security (41 Roleplay and 37 control), Web Security (39 Action/Adventure and 38 control), Key Management (41 Puzzle and 39 control), Social Engineering (40 Quiz game and 38 control), and Security Policy (41 Traditional and 37 control)).
For the overall pretests and posttests results, we calculated the sum of scores of each session for each student after excluding outliers and absent students -at least in a single session. This yelled 75 cases. There is no statistical difference between the game and control groups for the overall pretests results (one-way ANOVA F (1, 74) =.734, p < 0.394). Contrarily, the one-way ANOVA revealed that the overall results for posttests differed significantly (F (1, 74) = 23.9, p < 0.001). Students performance in posttests for game group (M = 108, SD = 7.26) is significantly better than control group (M = 98.62, SD = 9.38). These results proved and confirmed the hypothesis that educational games have a positive impact (as a pedagogic tool) on educational process as there is a significant difference between game group and control group results.
To answer the second question related to the effect of game genres on the delivery of the educational contents, we performed one-way ANOVA test between the posttests for different six genres. This analysis revealed that there is a significant difference between genres (F (5,238) = 8.489, p < 0.001). This means that the choice of game genre has an impact on the success of educational games.
Moreover, we carried Tukey post-hoc test to look for pairwise differences. Tukey and homogenous subsets analysis helped us to answer the third question. Action/Adventure, (M= 18.79, SD = 1.005), Role-Play (M = 18.37, SD = 1.479) and Simulation (M = 18.07, SD = 1.386) game genres belong to the highly integrated subset while MCQ (M = 17.58, SD = 1.394), Puzzle (M = 17.54, SD = 1.398) and Traditional (M = 17.05, SD = 1.532) game genres belong to another loosely connected subset. There are no significant differences between genres in the same subset, while there is significant difference between the two subsets. These findings indicate that educational games with highly integrated contents perform better than games with loosely connected contents as instructional tool.
E. QUESTIONNAIRES RESULTS ANALYSIS
Questionnaire results helped us to evaluate users experience and answer the study fourth question. Table 3 represents the mean value for Questionnaire results for each game.
Moreover, the results ensured and confirmed the above findings. As the overall average to the answers for the question ''This game helped me gain more understanding about VOLUME 7, 2019 the security concept'' for all games, was 4.42, which is very positive.
The mean results for ILOs attainment question in the survey was 4.24 (Max = 4.38 for ''Space fighter Action/Adventure game'' and min = 3.9 for Snakes and Ladders Traditional game). This ensures and confirms that all games can deliver ILOs in a good way.
It is also noted that the highly integrated game category have a slightly higher mean values regarding ILOs attainment compared to the loosely integrated contents category.
For the study's fourth question, related to users' experience. This fourth question is measured only using the Questionnaire. Participants' responses reflect very good experience: I'll continue using this game in the future (3.93). I'll recommend the game for other students (4.24) . I enjoyed playing the game (4.14) . I would like to use similar games in the other courses (4.22) . The game challenge was adequate (4.19) . The game has educational value (4.34).
However, students reported that all the games were easy to use except ''Space fighter'' action/adventure game, which has the highest complexity (mean = 3.9). Also, the fun (3.38) and challenge (3.48) levels were adequate.
Additionally, we gathered some feedback from students by the open ended questions.
Open questions were ''what you like, what you do not like and what is your comments regarding the game''. These open questions and comments helped us identify some positive and negative aspects of the games. Here we briefly present the most significant.
One student suggests that graphics of hacking simulator game could be enhanced. Another one complains that fragmentation-overlapping technique is not covered by the game. These responses demonstrate students' expectations from educational games. They would like graphics that are more appealing and expect that the educational games should cover all module topics.
Regarding '' Info-Sec Consultant '' game, while the use of green and red color was a good technique to provide an immediate feedback to students regarding their decisions, one suggests that the appearance of an immediate massage explaining what went wrong and what is the correct action would be more beneficial.
One student complains that the speed of ''space fighter'' game needs to be adjusted as; he considered it as fast. He suggests providing options (easy, medium and hard) at the beginning of game to allow speed adjustment and control game difficulty. This suggestion is important in order to consider students with different gamming experiences. It is clear that beginners should not be treated like gamers.
Another student reported that, ''the 3D space environment of space fighter game was wonderful. It forces me to explore the game more''. It is clear that the mysterious space environment developed in 3D make students eager to explore it more. Also, many students reported that they like the narrative story video presented at the beginning of space fighter game as, it gives clear instructions and motivated them to take the challenge. This demonstrates the successful implementation of narrative story in educational games.
More, a positive comment was: ''The game helped me to easily memorize most diagrams of key management module. A mobile app version of this game would be interesting. I could play it in my leisure time''. This reflects students' desire for similar games on their mobiles. It also proves that this game was successful in achieving its educational goal.
Regarding ''Be aware'' game, one student wrote: ''This game raised my awareness regarding social engineering techniques. It is very simple game but very useful one''. This means that educational games should not be sophisticated to achieve their goals. Some students complain that ''snakes and ladders'' game did not cover all security policy topics adequately. This is due to the limited number of snakes and ladders on the board. However, this limitation could be overcame by letting more than one message to appear for the same snake or ladder in a random fashion each time. This is possible in our electronic version while it was not possible in the original board based version [33] .
Another positive comment reflects that students found Snakes and Ladders game more interesting when played with another person rather than playing with computer. This supports the idea that socialization in games makes them more attractive [59] .
Although we give clear instructions at the beginning of each game, some students reported that help functions are missing. They need a help button to be clearly accessible in all games at any time.
One more comment reported that ''it would be better if these games be available online to allow student to work on his pace''. This comment reflects the fact that students like these games and find it useful and would like to practice them more online or through mobile app in their free times.
Finally, regarding game genre preferences, we analyzed participants' ranking of games. As depicted in Figure 9 ; Space Fighter Action/Adventure game came first as the most preferred game, followed by Info-Sec Consultant Role-play in the second place, then Hacking Simulator Simulation game in the third place. Be-aware MCQ Quiz game came in the fourth place while KMD Image puzzle was ranked fifth and finally Snakes and Ladders Traditional game in the sixth and last place. User preference could be considered as a good indicator that may guide our choice in future educational game design.
V. ORIGINALITY AND LIMITATIONS
Little work has been done in the area of evaluating game genres for educational use. Here, we present them in chronological order. Amory et al. [60] in their study asked 19 students in biology to play commercial entertainment games representing four game genres (simulation, adventure, strategy, and shooting). Then, they gathered students' opinions regarding the use of these game genres in education. Actually, they did not evaluate real educational games. Additionally, they considered only four genres. Moreover, the study sample size (19) is not statistically significant.
Prensky [46] presented general guidelines for mapping learning contents to the most suitable game genre based on performed learning activities. While finding these guidelines useful; his work lakes empirical study to prove his findings. This current study provides statistical results that prove some of Prensky findings.
Rapeepisarn et al. [44] extended Prensky work by establishing relationships between game genres, learning content, techniques and styles. This work is purely theoretical. They did not provide any empirical study to confirm their findings.
Frazer et al. [61] , identified the useful features each game genre provides to support learning. However, they only examined four game genres (First-Person Shooter -action-, Roleplay/adventure, puzzle and strategy). Furthermore, the work is based purely on the observation of commercial entertainment games.
To sum up, some studies were pure theoretical. While, others performed empirical studies but with a small sample size and considered at most 4 genres. All these studies used commercially available entertainment games not real educational games.
So, the originality of our work comes from the facts that we are the first work that compares 6 different game genres with real educational contents from information security domain. Additionally, we compared two main categories of educational games: one with loosely connected contents and the other with highly integrated contents regarding their effectiveness as educational tools. Moreover, we developed 6 new games to assess the ability of educational games to improve students' achievements in a complete track like information security track. Furthermore, we performed an empirical study with 81 students. The relatively large sample size makes the obtained results statistically significant. Besides, our study focused on (computer science students) a culture dominated by Kinesthetic/ Activists learning style.
However, this study has few limitations. While we take the approach of examining games with real educational contents and developed 6 games with different contents to the benefits of our students to severe many modules in information security track, teaching different contents with different games may confuse the evaluation process. It would be better to develop these different game genres for a single specific topic. In addition, the study did not consider strategic game genre, which is one of the dominant genres in video gaming.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the design and evaluation of 6 serious games with various genres that are used to teach students six security modules. The effectiveness of using serious games for teaching information security concepts is evaluated. It was clear that all game genres can be utilized to deliver educational contents. However, game genres with rich stories and high interactions help attain ILOs better than others. Also, games with highly integrated educational contents perform better than those games with loosely integrated contents. In fact, designing educational game is an elaborated task, and there are many interfering factors affect the pedagogic value of the game such as kind of knowledge, subject complexity, game story, dynamics, mechanics, challenge, etc. The game designer creativity and imagination can be considered as the key role in selecting the most appropriate genre to integrate all of these components in a successful educational game. Moreover, users' preferences may lead to focus on certain genres. As demonstrated, above, Action/Adventure game genre was the most preferred genre. This will encourage us to use this genre in future work.
